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The Art of War, Sun Tzu



1.



Assessment ◦ The survival of a faction and the lives of its members may depend on the successful use of military action, and this necessitates the careful inspection of one's strategy. In a general sense, there are five dimensions to proper battlefield assessment: the strategic environment, the spaceweather, your plan, the leadership, and the discipline of your team. ▪ The strategic environment has four dimensions of assessment: geometry of environment, distance to strategic locations, difficulty of navigation, and the danger associated with each possible endeavor. ▪ The weather dictates the outcome of battle. The rules of ancient space combat warn that military operations should not be issued or employed in systems during seasons of high solar flares or Oort clouds. ▪ Your plan should ensure that your team acts as a single entity. To maintain morale, your plan must emphasize that you win as a single entity or you lose as a single entity. ▪ Proper leadership is a combination of intelligence, reliability, resilience, bravery, and empathy. ▪ Discipline can be assessed in three dimensions: the aptness of organization, the respect toward the chain of command, and the logistics of each possible endeavor. ◦ These five general concepts of battlefield assessment allow you to see the conditions as they are. Always assess: which faction has the
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best plan, which leader has the most skill, which military has the most discipline, which squadron has the stronger weapons, which pilots have the most advantageous positions, and the spaceweather conditions. ◦ The structure of your force should depend on your strategy; the strategy depends on the circumstances you face. ▪ When you are attempting to attack an enemy ship close to you, feint as though you are instead planning to head a long distance; when you are attempting to attack an enemy ship far from you, appear as though you are instead planning to fly a short distance. ▪ Draw the enemy towards you by feigning inexperience or ship malfunction, then surprise them with your strength. ▪ When your enemy is strong, avoid them. When an opponent's governed body is contented, their military is most dangerous. ▪ Use an opponent's anger to encourage mistakes. ▪ Use an opponent's pride to feign weakness. ▪ Allow your opponent to waste their fuel and ammo by overcoming them with speed and agility. ▪ Attempt to cause disorder and malcontent between the opponents and their leadership. ▪ Make offense strikes when they are unprepared. Make all attempts to remain undetected in your ultimate strategy. The most successful plans are the ones which remain unknown. ▪ Give no orders until they are to be enacted. Divulging strategy will always run the risk of leaking to the enemy.
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◦ The military with the most strategic factors on their side is likely to win. The military with the least strategic factors on their side will likely lose.



2.



Attempting & Maintaining Combat ◦ Your equipment must be considered only after you have considered your plan. ◦ Even when you are winning, sustained dogfighting will increase the attrition of fatigue. If you sustain an offensive boarding action, your strength will exhaust quickly. Extended offense has diminishing returns, and even a steady supply chain will eventually fail to be enough to continue combat. ◦ Military conflict is extremely expensive. Knowing that they must keep their military at a necessary strength to defend its territory, a wise faction does not keep its military in extended offensive conflicts. ◦ Those who remain unaware of their disadvantages are not truly aware of their advantages. ◦ A successful offensive campaign provides resources only once, then sustains itself off of successful attacks against the enemy. ◦ The logistics of maintaining an adequate supply chain can bankrupt an empire. ▪ The primary concern is victory, not persistence. ◦ Trading posts near military campaigns sell at highly inflated prices. This will impoverish the local population.
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▪ When local supply chains are cut off from inhabited colonies, it can be reasonably expected that the local population's resource availability drops by seventy percent, whereas their government's will drop by sixty percent. ◦ Stealing from the enemy engenders anger and recklessness, whereas affording your military personnel with the spoils of their enemy engenders them to fight on their own behalf. ▪ One kilogram of raw material stolen from the enemy can be equivalent to twenty kilograms shipped on your own. ◦ Attempt to convert enemy soldiers by treating them hospitably. ◦ The military is in charge of protecting the lives of a faction or nation. The appointment of leadership is then deserving of paramount scrutiny.



3.



Campaigns & Boarding Action ◦



Speaking generally, it is more advantageous to keep an enemy nation intact than to dissolve it, more advantageous to keep an enemy military intact than to disband it, more advantageous to keep an enemy ship intact than to dismantle it, and more advantageous to keep an enemy pilot alive than to destroy them. ▪



A skilled pilot can kill their enemy, but a masterful pilot can render their enemy helpless.



▪



Therefore, attacks on the enemy are most prudent when they are still planning their own attack. The next best option is to attack the alliances made between enemies. The third best option is to
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attack the enemy directly. Boarding actions are only done as a last resort. ◦



Take significant time preparing your starships and equally as much to complete the logistics of your siege. ▪



Complete victory is paramount. Profits need to be total and no forces should be garrisoned.



◦



Speaking generally, surround your enemy when you number ten times their own; attack them when you number five times their own; divide their forces when you number twice their own; avoid them when your numbers are equal to their own; prepare yourself for retreat if you are outnumbered.



◦



Non-military leadership can ruin an otherwise successful campaign in three ways: ▪



When civilian leadership orders the military to advance or retreat when it is ignorant of the facts, this is known as “tying up the armies”.



▪



When civilian leadership is unaware of military activities but shares equally in military governmental affairs, the soldiers will fall into confusion.



▪



When civilian leadership is ignorant of military maneuvers but holds equal share in the chain of command, the soldiers will hesitate. By allowing for confusion and hesitation to exist, the civilian leadership has opened the military for exploitable weaknesses.
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There are five dimensions in assessing which military will be victorious: ▪



The military who knows when not to fight will have the advantage.



▪



The military who is aware of the right number of starships to use in each instance will have the advantage.



▪



The military whose chain of command is harmonious will have the advantage.



▪



The military with the proper preparedness will have the advantage.



▪



The military who remains less restrained by their governing body will have the advantage.



◦



It is believed that, in a general sense, those who know their enemies and themselves will never lose a battle; those who know themselves but not their enemies will win and lose equally; those who do not know themselves or their enemy will never succeed even once.



4.



Formation ◦ A skilled military can change their formations in such a way as to respond adequately to changes in events on the battlefield. ▪ In ancient warfare, armies would make themselves invincible and wait for an observation of vulnerability. ▪ Your forces can manipulate circumstances as to make themselves invincible, but you can never make your enemies vulnerable.
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Victory can be discerned, but never manufactured. ▪ Defense is for the times where your strength is diminished. Offense is for the times when you are abundantly strong. ◦ Skilled defenders hide in the deepest depths of space, but the most skilled attack pilots maneuver in the highest points of the sky. ◦ What everyone knows is not called wisdom. ◦ Observe and understand the subtle but easiest ways to overcome every obstacle. Allow the esoteric to be your strength. ◦ A good military is first victorious before seeking battle. A defeated military seeks a battle for victory. ◦ The proper military has five dimensions to ensure victory: ▪ Measurement: the quantification of conditions. ▪ Assessment: understanding the context of the quantified data. ▪ Calculation: extrapolating the data in their context ▪ Comparison: evaluating the circumstances in accordance with the data ▪ Victory: overcoming the circumstances with employable weaknesses



5.



Force ◦ The ability to govern a large population as though it was a small squad is by the proper implementation of dividing it into groups. The ability to overcome a large enemy population as though they were a small squad is by emphasizing proper discipline in your forces to properly respond to orders and changes in formation.
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◦ Maintaining a military force which does not lose in battle is a skill which requires the mastery of discerning the obvious from the inobvious. The efficacy of your offensive campaigns will reside on the legitimate understanding of presence vs. absence. ▪ In a skirmish, confronting the enemy should be done directly, but victory should be done by surprise. ◦ Those who can harness the inobvious have significant advantage. ▪ They dictate where the battle moves and where it stays. ▪ They remain in constant flux, carrying gradual momentum which strikes with sudden force and precision. ◦ There are only two kinds of attacks: the orthodox confrontation and the unorthodox surprise attack. There are, however, endless variations of both. ◦ The difference between maintaining order and erupting into chaos is dependent upon your ability to be properly organized. The momentum of battle will dictate the courage or cowardice of your forces. The strengths and weaknesses of your forces in battle depend upon their formations. ▪ Those who are skilled in moving their opponents are artful in their tendency to bait their opponent's greed. Defeating an opponent is then only a matter of employing tactics which are strong against the formation the opponent has been directed to perform. ▪ Effective dogfighters look for victory in the momentum of battle, not the defeat of individuals. They are able to gain favorable
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outcome by choosing the correct targets and allowing the momentum to defeat the rest.



6.



Presence vs. Absence ◦ Psychologically speaking, people are generally less distracted in battle when they are stationary and the fight travels toward them. Those who are heading into battle are generally more distracted. ◦ Opponents are inspired by the prospect of gains; opponents are discouraged by the prospect of losses. ◦ If the opponents are calm, tire their forces. If they are well supplied, disrupt their supply chains. When they are stationary, move them. ◦ Your forces should appear where your enemy cannot travel. You should strike where they least expect you. ◦ Your strategy should be so subtle that its pattern is formless in the eyes of your enemy. ▪ Your opponents should never know where they must defend nor where they should attack. Allow confusion to divide the strength of your enemy. ▪ Espionage cannot be an effective weapon against your forces if there is no pattern to be understood. ◦ Maximize the effectiveness of your strikes so that you act minimally. ◦ The greater the ambiguity of your potential battlefield, the more your opponent must stretch their forces to defend their territory. ▪ Everyone will eventually become aware of the formations your military employs during victory, but take special care that no one
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ever understands the formations which have ensured that victory. The skill in this requires an ability to remain unpredictable by avoiding repetition. ◦ Encourage your opponent to reveal their plans by goading them into action. Test their strengths and weaknesses. ▪ Once their patterns are understood, induce a predictable circumstance and strike where they are most vulnerable.



7.



Armed Struggle ◦ Gaining advantage is the ultimate goal of a struggle. The difficulty of struggle lies in overcoming great distances as though they were short, and transforming problems into strengths. ◦ Extend your opponent's short route by misleading them into wrong directions and false chases. ◦ Ships will exhaust supplies through extended travel. If you are traveling non-stop to meet an opponent on the battlefield, expect in general that: ▪ A ten-system journey to gain advantage will greatly thin out your forces. Some military leaders may be captured, and expect for delay to cause only ten percent of your forces to participate in the main battle on time. ▪ A five-system journey toward advantage will likely sacrifice the leaders of the forward offensive line, and it is reasonable to expect that only fifty percent of your forces will be able to participate in the main battle without delay.
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▪ If advantage is only three systems away, it is reasonable to expect that two-thirds of your forces will arrive on time. They may be able to persist in battle with an adequate supply chain. ◦ If you are unaware of your opponent's plans, it is impossible to make informed decisions regarding alliances. ◦ Unless you employ local guides, you will not adequately understand the advantages of the environment. ◦ A proper military force is created in deception, moved by advantage, and adapts through division of function and combination of complimentary abilities. ◦ When raiding an area with scarce resources, divide your troops into squadrons and spread out. It will be easier to feed off of your enemy when your troops require less to operate and maintain their crafts. ◦ Proper utilization of signals will prevent individuals from acting alone. ▪ Proper communication will ensure the brave will not be able to advance alone and the cowardly will not be able to retreat alone. ◦ Understand timezones. ▪ An individual's energy is highest during their morning, medium during midday, and lowest in the evening. Use this knowledge to strike an opponent during an inopportune period in their timezone. Avoid conflict when your forces are in an inopportune period in their timezone. ◦ Maintaining composure will allow you to sustain effectiveness during
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unforeseen events on the battlefield. Look for moments of disorder in your opponents and attack. ◦ Assess your opponent's advantageous moves in order to avoid being fooled by feints. ▪ If your opponent retreats before their momentum fades, they are likely baiting you into an ambush. ▪ If your opponent abandons cargo, they should be scanned for explosives or incendiaries. ◦ An opponent gains strength when you stand between them and their home. ◦ Control the direction of retreat by selectively excluding one direction from your defense in the battlefield perimeter. ◦ A desperate opponent does not need to be goaded much into attacking. They will lash out on their own.



8.



Adaptations ◦ The paramount strength of a leader lies within adapting strategy to changing circumstances. ◦ A military is generally subordinate to a civilian body, but a few rules must be observed. ▪ Never plan extended cryogenic sleep through bad space. Always negotiate on equal or border territories. Do not station your military force where they can be isolated or where there are no resources. ▪ When your forces are in surrounded space, you will need
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strength in proper strategy. When they are in dying space, you will need to prepare them for conflict. ▪ There are times when routes cannot be traversed, armies cannot be attacked, stations cannot be sieged, territory cannot be disputed, and even times when orders of a civilian government cannot be obeyed. ◦ In general, there are five qualities which are dangerous for commanders to possess: ▪ Those ready to die are ready to be killed. Those refusing to die are ready to be captured. Those distracted by anger are easy to shame. Those distracted by hyper-morality are easy to disgrace. Those distracted by the safety of loved ones are easy to trouble.



9.



Maneuvering Squadrons ◦ When a force is stationed to observe an enemy, cut off the choke points and garrison your forces near ready supplies. ◦ Confront the enemy with their tails toward a gravity well. Allow the extra resistance to encumber them. ◦ Keep nearby stars at your back. Obstruct their view with the light from the local sun. ◦ If a local system carries an asteroid belt, avoid it. The farther you keep from these hazards, the more leverage you have to push your opponent toward them. ◦ No electronic signatures are to be considered benign in empty space. Ambush, or the presence of spies, is always a possibility.
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◦ Those who speak humbly during aggression are building a larger force in order to advance. Those who speak strong words and advance harshly are more likely to retreat. Those who offer peace without a prepared treaty are likely plotting treachery. ◦ When agile starships assemble first and stay to the sidelines of the battlefield, your opponent is likely arranging an imminent maneuver. When heavy starships assemble first and form a tight line, your opponent is likely expecting reinforcements. If half their forces advance while half remain still, your opponent is trying to lure you into a trap. If your opponent comes to you with a placating offer before their forces have been subdued, they are attempting to stall for time. If opponent comes to you with severe aggression but delays a direct confrontation, they are planning a sneak attack. ◦ If an opponent readily gives out rewards to its soldiers, they are attempting to please a disgruntled force. If an opponent readily gives out punishment to its soldiers, their forces are beginning to wear out. A truly incompetent leader threatens violence to their subordinates and then fears repercussions. ◦ If soldiers are punished before they gain a level of respect for their leadership, they will not submit to proper discipline. If punishment is not adequately enforced, soldiers will not heed the chain of command. A skilled commander directs their forces through understanding them in heart and mind, then unifies their movement through battlefield training.
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Environments ◦ There are six environments which are imperative for a commander to understand: passable, hung up, stand-off, narrow, gravity well, and open. ▪ When both you and your enemy can freely pass through a sector, it is known as passable. In this environment, set up your positions before the enemy can do so. ▪ When you can pass through a sector but will have difficulty returning, the environment is known as hung up. If you can surprise the enemy, then you will likely succeed in your offense. If, however, they can adequately defend themselves, you are at a larger disadvantage because of the difficult retreat. ▪ When neither you nor your enemy can pass through a sector, it is known as a stand-off environment. Do not be tempted by the offer of gaining advantage through offensive strikes. Withdraw slightly, then attack when you have lured your enemy into your safe zone. ▪ When navigating a narrow environment, fill up the chokepoints if you can do so. If your enemy arrives ahead of you, do not pursue them through the chokepoint if they have already filled it. ▪ In a battle close to a local star, take up positions which negotiate a balance between keeping an opponent's back toward a gravity well but your vision out of direct sight of its UV rays. ▪ Wide open terrain offers no innate environmental advantages. ◦ Within a military force, there are several types of unfit forces: those
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who rush brazenly, those who hesitate, those who fall in battle, those who fall apart in battle, those who riot, and those who are overcome. These are not natural forces, but the direct responsibility of the command. These are the six methods of defeat. ▪ Those who rush do not have an advantage but strike at an opponent as though they do. ▪ Those who hesitate may still be strong soldiers, but have weak leadership. ▪ Those who lose in combat despite good leadership are simply bad soldiers. ▪ Those without an adequate understanding of their enemy will crumble in battle. ▪ Those who have weak leaders riot when confusion breaks. ▪ Leaders who do not understand the circumstances are the commanders that are overcome. ◦ The shape of an environment can aid a military. Command must be able to predict the strength of an opponent, assessing all dangers, in order to ensure victory. ▪ One must advance without the thought of glory, retreat without the thought of shame, protect their own people as a precious resource, benefit their governing body, and secure their position as a contribution to their nation. ◦ View your troops as you would your children, and they will form an attachment to you strong enough to willingly die by your side. ▪ If you are too kind with them, you cannot employ them. If you
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are too weak, you cannot command them. If you are too informal, you cannot establish order. They will surely be your spoiled children.



11.



Nine Spaces ◦ As a general rule, there are nine types of space in a military campaign: ▪ Space of Dissolution: The areas where your own local troops are fighting amongst themselves. Avoid battle in these areas at all costs. Here you must rally your troops to maintain morale. ▪ Light Space: The areas where you enter an opponent's territory which are only defended lightly. These areas should be traveled through without pause. Your troops here should consistently be in communication with each other. ▪ Space of Contention: The areas that would potentially allow for advantage for a force to obtain. It is more advantageous to hold these positions than to fight for them. Be wary of attacks by the enemy at these locations. Your forces in the space of contention should stay together and act quickly. ▪ Trafficking Space: The areas of free or ensured travel for your forces. Ensure that these areas remain unmolested. Alliances are the main focus in securing trafficking space.
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▪ Intersecting Space: The areas which are surrounded on three sides by opposing forces and which would grant advantage to the force which could obtain it first. These areas are won and lost through alliances. Defense is of primary concern. ▪ Heavy Space: The areas in which you could enter that is deep into an opponent's territory, past supply chains and unfriendly colonies. Heavy space offers the most opportunity for plundering an enemy force's supplies. Your troops will need consistent supplies in heavy space. ▪ Bad Space: The areas which are significantly difficult to traverse. These places should be avoided if possible and never held defensively. Troops should avoid resting in bad space. ▪ Surrounded Space: The areas which have a narrow entrance and a circuitous exit that would effectively allow for an inferior force to hold ground against an otherwise superior force. Endeavors in surrounded space are won and lost through effective formations. Your troops must be directed to close gaps. ▪ Dying Space: The areas you would only survive through armed conflict. Soldiers guided into dying space will spontaneously erupt into combat. They will not need convincing once they understand the circumstances. ◦ Good strategists focus on three factors: ▪ Disrupting communication between the distant lines of the opponent's forces.
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▪ Dissolving the enemy soldiers' concerns for rank and chain of command. ▪ Disassociating the enemy force's expectations of responsibility between the opponent's functional group divisions. ◦ The strategic worth of a target is not only dependent upon your assessment of its value, but the enemy's assessment, as well. ◦ A successful military's most essential strength lies within speed. ▪ They react appropriately to their opponent's failure to maintain an advantageous vector, taking routes that their opponent's do not expect, attacking their opponent's where they leave themselves undefended. ◦ A proper invasion intensifies as the invader ventures further into enemy territory. The native leaders must not be able to be rally sufficient force to repel you. ▪ Take enough from their supply lines and your military will be remain adequately supported. ▪ Take special care to remain in good health and avoid unnecessary stress. Build your strength and consolidate energetic reserves. ▪ Assess the circumstances and respond by allowing your strategy to remain unintelligible to the enemy. ◦ If you put an enemy in a desperate position, they will fight with less fear. Giving a warrior nowhere to run is asking them to entrench themselves. Giving a warrior no option is asking them to fight. ▪ Use this same idea to keep your own troops alert without needing active drills, to volunteer for action without being assigned, to
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unify them without treaty, and can be considered wholly trustworthy. Even enemies, if in the same boat, can be made to cooperate. ▪ You must be able to adapt to change. Your soldiers should be placed in danger deliberately so that they maintain the ability to survive spontaneous combat. ◦ Discredit superstitions because they will spread doubt unpredictably throughout your ranks. ◦ The skilled commanders direct their military as though it was a single entity. ▪ Their orders must be strict and clear. ▪ They maintain a level of mystery by acting inconspicuous. Your strategy will remain undisturbed when you emphasize order and accuracy. ▪ Their subordinates are unaware of the strategy before their knowledge of it becomes necessary. ◦ A skilled tactician revises their plans often. An enemy's recognition of pattern will lead to their anticipation of vulnerability. ◦ Leaders are tasked with the responsibility of gathering groups of soldiers and to deliberately send them into harm's way. They have a responsibility to understand how to adapt to the environment, how to utilize proper formations, and how to interpret the pattern of human emotion. ▪ If you hastily exercise strength and wealth alone to overcome a large opponent, your governed body will resent the suffering you
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inflict upon others. The threat of wielding a superior force is often enough to cause fear in rivals. ▪ A good leader must not only hold a strong military, but also compete for alliances to avoid isolation and to exercise authority to maintain discipline. ▪ Reward your troops in unorthodox ways and do not restrict yourself to any code. Give them orders, not requests. Emphasize how they benefit from victory but do not dwell on the reality of the dangers. ▪ On the day you declare war on another force, you close your nation's borders, accept no immigration, screen all trade, and make checkpoints to catch messengers. ▪ All plans and strategic debates are strictly dealt behind closed doors. ▪ When an opponent presents a vulnerability, strike them quickly. Grab the strategic resources they want the most and anticipate their reactions.



12.



Incendiary Devices ◦ In general, there are five categories of attacks using fire: ▪ On Troops: This sends ground forces into disarray and causes panic among ship crew. ▪ On Supplies: This causes attrition against their available resources.
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▪ On Equipment: This decreases the effectiveness of enemies to carry out specialized tasks. ▪ On Stations: This disrupts trade routes and causes misdirection of the enemies resources in attempting to meet threats. ▪ On Weapons: As long as the locations remain pressurized, some internal components of ship weapons can be effectively disarmed using incendiary devices. ◦ The application of incendiary devices in space combat must only be used in certain circumstances, and even then, requires a specific set of tools. The circumstances will present opportunities to start fires on an opponent's ship, but those circumstances cannot be manufactured. ▪ During combat, if the enemy seems unperturbed by uncontrolled fires on their deck, wait for the fires to spread farthest and reach their full height before attacking with your full force. ▪ If you are setting fire to decks on a ship you have the intention to board, do not set it in areas in which you must access or traverse. Do not attack from directions where the fires might spread.



13.



The Use of Spies
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◦ Intel is the most valuable asset in overcoming an opponent. It cannot be granted through superstition or wishful thinking, but through people. There are, in general, five types of spies: the local, the inside, the reverse, the dead, and the living. They are strongest when working in tandem. ▪ The local spy is a native who has been swayed to aid in your cause. ▪ The inside spy is a troop from an enemy who has defected to your cause. ▪ The reverse spy is an enemy spy who has defected but continues to work in the guise of their original allegiance. ▪ The dead spy transmits false information to enemy spies. ▪ The living spy returns to you for their reports. ◦ Due the extreme difficulty and risk endured by spies, they ought to be the highest paid and most respected of your forces. Additionally, nothing should be guarded more than the information of which they've acquired. ◦ To properly employ a spy network, a leader must be wise, just, humane, and subtle. Spies are useful everywhere, and their implementation requires mastery of one's social environment. ◦ If a spy is found among your ranks, tempt them with bribery and acquire their services for your own ends. ▪ If a member of your ranks leaks information to an enemy spy, or a captured enemy spy refuses to defect to your cause, kill them. They carry too much liability to allow to survive.
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◦ It is imperative that a leader understand the five types of spies. Additionally, the proper use of reverse spies is paramount to overcoming espionage by an opponent. ▪ An adequate leader must be masterful in their use of spying. Every aspect of warfare is dependent upon effective intelligence.
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